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ABSTRACT: Polymer stabilized nanodiscs are self-assembled structures composed of a
polymer belt that wraps around a segment of lipid bilayer, and as such are capable of
encapsulating membrane proteins directly from the cell membrane. To date, most
studies on these nanodiscs have used poly(styrene-co-maleic acid) (SMA) with the term
SMA-lipid particles (SMALPs) coined to describe them. In this study, we have
determined the physical and thermodynamic properties of such nanodiscs made with
two diﬀerent SMA copolymers. These include a widely used and commercially available
statistical poly(styrene-co-maleic acid) copolymer (coSMA) and a reversible addition−
fragmentation chain transfer synthesized copolymer with narrow molecular weight
distribution and alternating styrene and maleic acid groups with a polystyrene tail, (altSMA). We deﬁne phase diagrams for each
polymer, and show that, regardless of polymer topological structure, self-assembly is driven by the free energy change associated
with the polymers. We also show that nanodisc size is polymer dependent, but can be modiﬁed by varying polymer
concentration. The thermal stability of each nanodisc type is similar, and both can eﬀectively solubilize proteins from the E. coli
membrane. These data show the potential for the development of diﬀerent SMA polymers with controllable properties to
produce nanodiscs that can be optimized for speciﬁc applications and will enable more optimized and widespread use of the
SMA-based nanodiscs in membrane protein research.
■ INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing interest in biological membrane
research, there is a need for appropriate model systems to study
these large, multicomponent, dynamic systems without
perturbing the very properties that make biological membranes
so essential and fascinating. Membrane proteins represent
around 30% of the proteome1−3 and constitute >70% of
therapeutic targets.4 While knowledge of membrane proteins
has been increasing,5−7 there is still a limited amount of
structural and functional information available compared to
soluble proteins, largely due to their inherent insolubility and
instability in aqueous media. One traditional strategy in
membrane research is the use of detergents to aid
solubilization. They replace the lipid annulus around the
hydrophobic core to solubilize the protein inside a detergent
micelle, while keeping it relatively stable so that structural and
functional information can be obtained.8,9 The principal
problem with these methods is that detergents are a poor
replacement for lipids.10 Recent work has shown that the lipid
annulus can have speciﬁc interactions with the membrane
protein and has roles in stability and function of many
transmembrane proteins.11,12 While a detergent is amphipathic
like a phospholipid, it lacks the speciﬁc chemical moieties which
interact with the protein of interest.
Attempts to overcome these problems led to the develop-
ment of membrane mimetic systems such as amphipols, bicelles
and nanodiscs (for more information, see ref 13). Nanodiscs
are self-assembled structures comprising a planar “disc” shaped
segment of phospholipid bilayer which is stabilized by a
surrounding protein or polymer belt. The ﬁrst nanodiscs were
formed by the amphipathic membrane scaﬀold protein (MSP)
which wraps around the hydrophobic lipid tails to stabilize the
nanodisc structure.14 These MSP-nanodiscs have proven
eﬀective in membrane protein solubilization15 and have been
amenable to structural studies using a range of techniques.16−22
However, while the protein is kept in a stable environment, the
production of MSP-nanodiscs requires the protein ﬁrst to be
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extracted within a detergent micelle and then reconstituted into
a nanodisc.
Polymer-stabilized nanodiscs, commonly termed (SMA)
lipid particles (SMALPs) use the amphipathic poly(styrene-
co-maleic acid) SMA copolymer (Figure 1a) to wrap around the
lipid tails to stabilize the lipids within a nanodisc structure. The
SMA copolymer has statistically arranged styrene and maleic
acid groups which are thought to self-assemble into nanodisc
structures by intercalating the planar styrene rings into the lipid
tails (perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer, analogous to the
incorporation of cholesterol into a lipid bilayer) with the maleic
acid groups allowing solubilization through hydrogen bonding
and ionic interactions with the aqueous solvent.23 SMALPs
have the advantage over MSP-nanodiscs that the protein can be
extracted straight from the native membrane by SMA, without
having to be reconstituted into a detergent micelle thus keeping
the essential lipid annulus present.24−31 Since their discovery
SMALPs have also proven to be eﬀective in structural studies of
membrane proteins utilizing techniques such as circular
dichroism, analytical ultracentrifugation, electron microscopy,
solid state NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallogra-
phy.24,32−34 SMALPs have also been shown to maintain both
the structural stability and function of the encapsulated
membrane proteins far more eﬀectively than detergent
alternatives.26 Studies have also shown that the local environ-
ment within a SMALP is very similar in terms of physical
properties to the native environment of the membrane
proteins.35
Recent work investigating the thermodynamic properties of
the statistical SMA(3:1) polymer (with a styrene:maleic acid
ratio of 3:1) and its assembly into nanodiscs has shown that the
phase behavior of the solubilization can be approximated by a
pseudophase model36 (Figure 1b). Traditionally, the pseudo-
phase model has been used to characterize the solubilization of
phospholipids by surfactants.36,37 When applied to SMA, the
pseudophase model shows that upon increasing the concen-
tration of SMA at a ﬁxed concentration of lipid vesicles, three
ranges can be identiﬁed: the bilayer range, the coexistence
range and the micellar range (in the case of solubilization by
SMA, the nanodisc range). The boundaries between these
ranges are termed the saturation (SAT) and solubilization
(SOL) boundaries. To allow comparison between SMA and
classical surfactants, SAT and SOL boundaries can be expressed
in terms of the molar ratio of surfactant to lipid at the phase
boundary: RS
b,SAT and RS
m,SOL, respectively (representing the
gradient of the phase boundary line).38 From these values, the
Gibbs free energy change for the vesicle to nanodisc transition
for lipids, ΔGlipidb→m,0, and for the solution to nanodisc transition
for polymer, ΔGpolymerb→m,0 can be calculated.
Since the ﬁrst use of an SMA polymer (SMA2000, with a 2:1
ratio of S:MA) in membrane protein isolation,39 a number of
other SMA polymers have been shown to be eﬀective in
membrane solubilization.40,36,41−43 These polymers have
utilized diﬀerent S:MA ratios and chain lengths. A recent
side-by-side comparison of membrane protein solubilization by
a number of these polymers has shown that their eﬀectiveness
varies signiﬁcantly with the most eﬀective remaining the
original SMA2000 2:1 ratio polymer.43
In addition to eﬀectiveness in membrane protein solubiliza-
tion, thermodynamic studies of the solubilization of DMPC and
POPC large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) by an SMA(2:1)
polymer have been reported.44 These results demonstrated that
this SMA(2:1) (Trade name Xiran SZ30010) is more eﬃcient
in membrane solubilization than the SMA(3:1) and this
eﬃciency increases with increasing pH. These data, in
combination with other studies,45,46 have led to the emergence
of SMA(2:1) polymers as the most eﬀective solubilizer of
membranes and membrane proteins.
In this work, we have therefore determined phase diagrams
for the solubilization of DMPC vesicles using the acid forms of
two SMA(2:1) polymers of diﬀering chain length and chain
topology, to investigate the eﬀect of polymer structural
properties on phospholipid solubilization. We compare the
acid form of the commercially available and frequently utilized
SMA2000 and a 2:1 SMA polymer synthesized using reversible
addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization.
RAFT-synthesized SMA has recently been shown to form
nanodiscs with tunable properties based on the high degree of
control over the polymerization that RAFT oﬀers.41 While
SMA2000 is a statistical copolymer, RAFT-SMA has an
alternating styrene-maleic acid block with the styrene excess
forming a polystyrene tail terminating in the RAFT agent. This
diblock approximation has however been shown to be an
oversimpliﬁcation of the RAFT-polymer structure. In reality,
RAFT-synthesized SMA will display a gradient from alternating
styrene-maleic acid toward polystyrene along the length of the
polymer chain.47 The polymers herein will be referred to as
Figure 1. (a) Structures of coSMA, where on average ⟨i⟩ = 2,
corresponding to the 2:1 ratio of styrene to maleic acid, and altSMA.
The altSMA has an overall 2:1 ratio of styrene to maleic acid, but
comprises a block of alternating S−MA with the excess styrene
forming a polystyrene tail which is terminated by the DDMAT RAFT
agent. (b) Model phase diagram schematic for a generic surfactant
solubilizing a lipid, which we have applied to SMA solubilizing lipids
into nanodiscs. At low surfactant concentrations, all the lipid exists in
the bilayer phase as vesicles (V). At surfactant concentrations above
the saturation boundary (SAT, blue dashed line), lipid is present as a
combination of vesicles and micelles in the coexistence region (C). At
surfactant concentrations above the solubilization boundary (SOL, red
line), all lipid has been solubilized into surfactant−lipid micelles (M).
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coSMA (SMA2000, acid form) and altSMA (RAFT-SMA, acid
form). In addition to topological diﬀerences, these polymers
also exhibit diﬀerences in chain length distribution to each
other and to the Xiran SZ30010 SMA(2:1) studied by others.
Here we have characterized the self-assembly and properties of
SMALPs formed by coSMA and altSMA and compared to
those formed by Xiran SZ30010 (as studied by others) in order
to understand the factors that deﬁne the function of these
materials.
Finally, we have conﬁrmed that both polymers eﬀectively
solubilize membrane proteins directly from the E. coli cell
membrane and assessed their performance in this regard
relative to each other and to commonly used detergent
alternatives.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Figure 1a shows the structure of SMA2000 at pH 8.0
(poly(styrene-co-maleic acid)), purchased from Cray Valley (UK) as
poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (coSMAnh). All buﬀer compo-
nents, chloroform, and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (UK) at >98% purity
and used without further puriﬁcation.
Methods. Synthesis of altSMAnh. altSMAnh with a styrene/
maleic anhydride ratio of 2:1 and a molar mass of 6 kDa was
synthesized using RAFT polymerization as described by Harrisson and
Wooley.48 altSMA was synthesized in one step by mixing initial
reagents of styrene and maleic anhydride in a 2.34:1 ratio. Speciﬁcally,
1.0 g (9.6 mmol) of styrene and 0.404 g of maleic anhydride (4.1
mmol) were added in a molar ratio of 2.34:1 with 4.8 mg (0.03 mmol)
of azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN), and 72.2 mg (0.20 mmol) of 2-
(dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)-2-methylpropionic acid (DDMAT)
was mixed in 4.4 mL of 1,4-dioxane and degassed by three freeze−
pump−thaw cycles. The ﬂask was slightly over pressured with nitrogen
and maintained at 60 °C for 20 h. The viscous solution obtained was
diluted in a minimal volume of THF and precipitated in diethyl ether
before recovery by ﬁltration. The redissolution and precipitation
procedure was repeated three times and the resulting copolymer dried
at 70 °C for 16 h. The molecular weight distribution was measured by
size exclusion chromatography (Figure S1) and styrene:maleic
anhydride ratio determined by NMR spectroscopy (Figure S2).
Nanodisc Preparation. coSMAnh and altSMAnh copolymers were
hydrolyzed from the anhydride to the acid forms using a previously
published procedure.24 For a complete description, refer to the
Supporting Information. Nanodiscs were prepared essentially as
previously described.35 In brief, DMPC was dissolved in chloroform
and dried under nitrogen to create a multilamellar lipid ﬁlm on the
surface of the glass vial. Trace solvent was removed by placing
overnight in a desiccator attached to a vacuum pump. DMPC was
resuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 8 containing 200 mM
NaCl to the required concentration for titration and concentration
dependent experiments. Suspensions were sonicated for 30 min in a
water bath at 35 °C to form small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs, presence
conﬁrmed by DLS). DMPC SUV suspensions were kept at room
temperature and used within 3 days.
The molecular weight-averaged molar mass (Mw) and number-
average molar mass (Mn) of the copolymers used in this study are
shown in Table 1. We assume no changes of molecular weight on
hydrolysis. Copolymer stock solutions were made in 50 mM sodium
phosphate, 200 mM NaCl pH 8 to the required molar concentration
required for titration experiments (calculated using the Mn value) or to
3% (w/v) if being used to make nanodiscs at excess copolymer
concentration.
Nanodiscs were made by mixing 10 mg/mL DMPC suspension and
3% (w/v) copolymer solutions (or as required for titration and
concentration dependent experiments) in a 1:1 ratio at room
temperature. Nanodiscs were left at 25 °C for at least 24 h to
equilibrate before use. For temperature stability experiments and
freeze−thaw stability experiments, the resultant nanodiscs were
puriﬁed using a Superdex S200 16/600 size exclusion chromatography
column to remove large aggregates and excess polymer. Puriﬁed
nanodiscs were concentrated using a 10 kDa MWCO spin
concentrator to a copolymer concentration of 1.5% (w/v) determined
by constructing a calibration curve of UV-absorbance at 254 nm for
polymer solutions of known concentration.
31P NMR. Lipid−polymer mixtures were prepared as described
above with DMPC concentrations of 7.50, 5.00, 2.50, and 1.25 mM.
For coSMA and altSMA experiments, instead of phosphate buﬀer
(which would compromise the 31P NMR signal from the lipids), 50
mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl was prepared in D2O. All
31P NMR
experiments were performed using an Avance III 400 MHz NMR
spectrometer (Bruker, Coventry, UK). Spectra were acquired at 298 K
at 161.98 MHz using 1H decoupling. Here, 256 scans were performed
per measurement with an acquisition time of 1.022 s over a sweep
width of 32 051 Hz. A prescan delay of 6.5 s, a relaxation delay of 5 s
and a pulse width of 7.25 μs was required to observe suﬃcient signal
on which to perform analysis. An external reference of 85% H3PO4 in
10% D2O was measured and set to 0 ppm to correct for any drift of the
magnetic ﬁeld between experiments.
31P NMR Data Analysis. TopSpin software (Bruker, Coventry, UK)
was used to perform peak integration. Absolute integrals were then
normalized to the largest and smallest value across all experiments.
Peak area data were ﬁtted using least-squares nonlinear regression.49 In
order to determine the saturating and solubilizing concentrations of
copolymer for a given lipid concentration, ﬁts to the experimental data
were performed simultaneously to the following scenario:
≤ =A c c( ) 0S SSAT (1)
≤ ≤ = −
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where A represents peak area and cS is the molar polymer
concentration. cS
SAT and cS
SOL are the saturating and solubilizing
concentrations of polymer for a given lipid concentration, cL. f is a
scaling factor dependent on data acquisition parameters.
Phase diagrams were constructed by plotting cS
SAT and cS
SOL as lipid
concentration versus polymer concentration. Linear regression was
performed to ﬁt the following equations to the experimental data:
= +c c R cSSAT S Sb,SAT L (4)
= +c c R cSSOL S Sm,SOL L (5)
Table 1. Thermodynamic Values Obtained for coSMA and altSMA Compared to SMA(3:1) and SMA(2:1) (Xiran SZ30010)
Mediated Phospholipid Nanodisc Self-Assembly
coSMA (SMA2000) altSMA SMA(2:1) (Xiran SZ30010)44 SMA(3:1) (Xiran SL25010 S25)50
Mw (kg·mol
−1) 7.50 6.85 6.50 10.00
Mn (kg·mol
−1) 3.00 6.00 2.70 4.00
RS
b, SAT 0.050 ± 0.003 0.024 ± 0.002 0.087 ± 0.006 0.078 ± 0.002
RS
m, SOL 0.133 ± 0.004 0.137 ± 0.007 0.130 ± 0.004 0.144 ± 0.001
ΔGlipidb→m,0 (kJ·mol−1) +0.19 ± 0.06 +0.26 ± 0.08 +0.10 ± 0.02 +0.15 ± 0.05
ΔGpolymerb→m,0 (kJ·mol−1) −2.23 ± 0.08 −4.11 ± 0.11 −0.91 ± 0.23 −1.36 ± 0.45
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m,SOL represent the molar ratios of polymer to lipid
at the SAT and SOL phase boundaries, respectively. This allows





















for the lipid and polymer, respectively, between the vesicular bilayer
phase (b) and the “micellar” (m) nanodisc phase. From this, the Gibbs
free energy for the transfer from vesicular bilayer to nanodisc phase
can be calculated for both the lipid:
Δ = −→ →G RT Kln( )lipidb m,0 lipidb m (8)
And the polymer:
Δ = −→ →G RT Kln( )polymerb m,0 polymerb m (9)
For a more complete theoretical description, see ref 36.
Dynamic Light Scattering. Dynamic light scattering experiments
were performed with a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Instruments,
Worcestershire, UK) using a He−Ne laser at 633 nm with a detector
angle of 178° relative to the incident beam. Samples were loaded into
45 μL quartz cuvettes with a 3 × 3 mm light path (Hellma Analytics,
Müllheim, Germany). All measurements were performed after
equilibrating the sample at 25 °C for 60 s and each sample measured
3 times with the attenuator position automatically optimized for size
determination. Each measurement consists of 11 scans of 10 s.
Samples prepared for the concentration dependence of polymer were
left to equilibrate for at least 3 h before the measurement. Freeze−
thaw stability was performed by ﬂash freezing the nanodisc solution in
liquid N2 for 5 min and then thawing at room temperature before
being loaded into the cuvette. Temperature stability was performed by
increasing the temperature from 4 to 80 °C in 1 °C increments. Again,
each sample was measured three times at each temperature after
equilibrating at that temperature for 2 min.
Size Exclusion Chromatography with Multiangled Light Scatter-
ing. SEC-MALS experiments were performed using a Superdex 200
increase 10/300 GL size exclusion column attached to an Äkta
puriﬁcation system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Buckinghamshire,
UK). In line absorbance measurements at 280 and 254 nm were used
to calibrate the delay volume between the column and the MALS
detector. MALS measurements were performed using a Dawn Helios
II (Wyatt Technologies, Suﬀolk, UK) equipped with a 633 nm He−Ne
laser with static light scattering detectors positioned at 18 angles
radially about the ﬂow cell. The MALS detector at 110° has been
replaced with a DLS detector in order to obtain information on the
hydrodynamic radius of particles more accurately than using MALS
alone. Samples were prepared as described above and centrifuged at
10,000g for 10 min to remove any contaminant particulate matter. A
volume of 70 μL of each sample was loaded onto the column which
was run with a ﬂow rate of 0.7 mL/min.
Figure 2. 31P NMR Data for coSMA (a, b) and altSMA (c, d) solubilizing DMPC SUVs. (a, c) Normalized 31P NMR peak area plotted as a function
of polymer concentration with corresponding ﬁts to the experimental data to obtain SAT and SOL break points. Each point is the mean of three
separate measurements with error bars representing ±1 standard error. (b, d) Phase diagrams constructed using SAT and SOL breakpoints
determined from (a) and (c). The SAT boundary is shown as a blue line and the SOL boundary is shown as a red line. Points represent cS
SAT and
cS
SOL breakpoints with error bars representing the standard error determined from the ﬁtting procedure in (a) and (c). Dashed lines represent the
95% conﬁdence bands associated with linear regression.
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Solubilization of Membrane Proteins from E. coli BL21 (DE3)
Membranes. Membranes were resuspended to 60 mg/mL in 50 mM
Na2HPO4, 0.2 M NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol pH 8 and homogenized.
Stocks of 4% (w/v) Triton X-100, 2% (w/v) DDM, 2% (w/v) β-OG,
16 mM coSMA and 16 mM altSMA were prepared in 50 mM
Na2HPO4, 0.2 M NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol pH 8. Membrane
suspensions were mixed 1:1 with detergent or polymer samples and
a control was performed where membranes were diluted to 30 mg/mL
with in the same buﬀer but no detergent or polymer was added. All
samples were incubated for 2 h (4 °C for control and detergent
samples, 20 °C for polymer samples as per published protocols24).
Samples were centrifuged at 100,000g for 45 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was removed containing the soluble fraction and the
insoluble pellet resuspended in an equal volume of the same buﬀer.
Soluble and insoluble fractions were then precipitated by the addition
of 25% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA). After 10 min incubation at 4
°C, samples were centrifuged at 14,000g for 5 min to pellet
precipitated protein. The protein pellet was washed three times by
vortexing in 200 μL of ice cold acetone and repeating the
centrifugation step. The protein pellet was dried under vacuum for
10 min before resuspension in the starting volume of buﬀer. The
samples were analyzed by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) using precast Criterion XT graduated 4−12% acrylamide bis-
tris gels (Bio-Rad Laboratorie Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK) using standard
procedures and stained overnight using InstantBlue protein stain
(Expedeon Ltd., Cambridgeshire, UK).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermodynamics of Nanodisc Self-Assembly. In order
to consistently compare measurements of nanodiscs formed
from diﬀerent polymers and lipids using diﬀerent techniques, a
thorough initial characterization of the nanodiscs is required.
Vargas et al.36 showed that 31P NMR experiments could be
used to determine the phase diagram of SMA(3:1) solubilizing
vesicles of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC). Similar experiments have also been performed by
measuring the solubilization of DMPC vesicles by SMA(3:1)50
and SMA(2:1) (Xiran SZ30010).44
We performed 31P NMR experiments at 298 K to examine
the phase diagram of coSMA and altSMA mediated
solubilization of ﬂuid phase DMPC small unilamellar vesicles
(SUVs). The 31P NMR peak from the phosphate group in
DMPC did not broaden beyond detection as it does in the data
published in ref 36 (Figure S4). This is due to the use of SUVs
rather than large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) as in the previous
stud y.
Our data suggest the scenario proposed for the solubilization
of POPC or DMPC LUVs by SMA(3:1)36,50 and SMA(2:1)
(Xiran SZ30010)44 can also explain the solubilization of DMPC
SUVs by coSMA and altSMA. At polymer concentrations below
cS
SAT, the 31P peak broadens beyond detection as the polymers
embed in the vesicular bilayer. The initial decrease in peak area
suggests that the rearrangement of SUVs into larger, slower
tumbling structures, occurs through individual polymer chains
cross-linking vesicles, or polymer chains adsorbing into the
vesicular bilayer leading to a swelling of the vesicle. As cS
SAT is
surpassed, the polymer molecules are able to initiate the bilayer
to nanodisc phase transition. This leads to a sharp, linear
increase in 31P NMR peak area as lipids become solubilized into
small, fast tumbling nanodiscs. Above cS
SOL, there is suﬃcient
polymer present to solubilize all lipids into nanodiscs, so further
increases in peak areas are not observed.
In all experiments, ﬁtting of the 31P peak area yields cS
SAT and
cS
SOL values, which are proportional to the DMPC concen-
tration. Therefore, plotting these breakpoints as polymer
concentration vs DMPC concentration allows us to obtain
phase diagrams (Figure 2b, d). From these, we calculated the
molar ratios of polymer to lipid at each of the phase boundaries
(Table 1). coSMA has a noticeably larger RS
b, SAT value (steeper
gradient of blue lines in Figure 2b) compared to altSMA
(Figure 2d), indicating that over twice the molar concentration
is required to saturate a given quantity of DMPC. In contrast,
coSMA and altSMA have almost identical RS
m, SOL values (the
gradients of the red lines in Figures 2b and d). This means that,
although altSMA is more eﬀective at starting the solubilization
of DMPC, both polymers ultimately require similar concen-
trations to achieve complete solubilization. It is worth noting
that all of the values derived for these polymers, including
RS
m, SOL, are lower than previously determined for SMA(3:1).
This means that the statistical SMA(3:1) is less eﬀective in
nanodisc self-assembly than both SMA(2:1) polymers inves-
tigated. SMA(2:1) Xiran SZ30010 shows very similar molar
ratios of polymer to lipid at the solubilization boundary to both
coSMA and altSMA. This points at an overriding inﬂuence of
chemical composition of the SMA copolymers compared to
chain topology.
Table 1 also shows the Gibbs free energy change for the
vesicle to nanodisc transition. In all cases, the relatively large
negative free energy change associated with this transition for
each polymer indicates that the polymer−lipid complex is
signiﬁcantly thermodynamically favored. It also shows that
altSMA exhibits a more negative free-energy change associated
with the vesicle to nanodisc transition than coSMA. This is
probably due to the topological diﬀerences between the
polymers. We expect that the hydrophobic polystyrene tail
present on altSMA experiences a larger driving force to bury
itself in a hydrophobic environment than the statistical ordering
of styrene and maleic acid moieties on coSMA. The RAFT
agent used to make this polymer may also have an eﬀect here,
although we do not have any data to quantify such an eﬀect.
Further, altSMA has a much narrower mass distribution than
the commercial copolymers. Therefore, there are far fewer less
thermodynamically favorable small chains present which could
account for the larger thermodynamic driving force compared
to the commercial copolymers.
The relatively small positive Gibbs energy change for DMPC
undergoing the vesicle to nanodisc transition in all cases shows
that from the lipids’ perspective there is little energetic cost in
going from a vesicle into a SMALP and the major driving force
for this process is the large gain from the polymer. Comparing
this with SMA(3:1) (where DMPC LUVs were solubilized at
30 °C) suggests that while DMPC molecules are in a more
favorable free-energy environment within SMA(3:1)-SMALPs,
the SMA(3:1) polymer has a much smaller thermodynamic
driving force for self-assembly into SMALPs.
It is particularly notable that the magnitude of the free energy
change for the two polymers studied here is signiﬁcantly larger
than that seen in previous studies, and particularly in
comparison with Xiran SZ30010 (where again, DMPC LUVs
were solubilized at 30 °C) which has the same ratio of styrene
to malic acid. When taking into account the molar mass
distributions of the copolymers, Xiran SZ30010 has the smallest
Mn and Mw compared to coSMA, altSMA and SMA(3:1), and it
is the least thermodynamically eﬃcient polymer of those tested.
This points to an interplay between the more eﬃcient 2:1
styrene to maleic acid ratio, and the more thermodynamically
eﬀective longer copolymer chains and topologies for optimum
phospholipid solubilization. This may explain why in
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comparisons of SMALP solubilization eﬀectiveness and down-
stream stability, coSMA is more eﬀective than other related
polymers.43
Controlling the Size of Nanodiscs Formed by coSMA
and altSMA. Next, we undertook structural characterization of
nanodiscs by dynamic light scattering (Figure 3) to monitor Z-
average diameters, associated polydispersity indices and volume
weighted particle size distributions as a function of polymer
concentration. Both coSMALP and altSMALP self-assembly
show very similar trends across the measured polymer
concentration range. Initially, where cS ≤ cSSAT, both coSMA
and altSMA show an increase in Z-average diameter and
corresponding drop in polydispersity. This is in agreement with
volume weighted particle size distribution (PSD) data (Figure
S5) which show a shift toward larger diameters upon the
addition of 0.1 mM of polymer to a 7.5 mM DMPC SUV
suspension. This occurs below cS
SAT, correlating to the
previously discussed broadening of 31P NMR peak, so a
possible explanation is incomplete polymer insertion leading to
polymer chain cross-linking between vesicles and thereby
forming an eﬀectively larger species. Interestingly, coSMA
induces aggregation of vesicles leading to a Z-average diameter
>100 nm, whereas altSMA induces aggregation <80 nm. In
both cases, as cS
SOL is approached the Z-average diameter shrinks
as the vesicles become solubilized. AltSMA induces a much
more gradual decrease in Z-average diameter compared to
coSMA. However, both polymers lead to a gradual increase in
polydispersity beyond cS
SAT. These data show that there are no
well-deﬁned structural changes occurring at each of the
previously determined thermodynamic breakpoints. A similar
phenomenon was observed with SMA(3:1) solubilizing POPC
vesicles.36 Under the conditions used, 31P NMR is sensitive
only to small, fast-tumbling particles so exclusively monitors the
formation of SMALPs, while DLS is able to track the net
changes in particle diameter and is most sensitive to larger
particles, which can mask the onset of SMALP formation where
the majority of lipid is not present within a smaller nanodisc
structure.
Increasing cS beyond cS
SOL leads to a steady decrease in Z-
average diameter (Figure 3a, c) and shifting of the PSD toward
smaller diameters (Figure 3b, d) over the concentration range
measured. From cS
SOL to 5 mM polymer concentration,
coSMALPs decreased in diameter from 14.6 ± 0.3 to 10.0 ±
0.8 nm, a 31% decrease in size, while altSMALPs decreased in
diameter from 30.3 ± 1.9 to 16.1 ± 0.3 nm, decreasing in
diameter by 53%. This trend has been observed with other
SMA polymers,36,44 although occurs to a greater extent with
altSMA to previously studied polymers.
The increasing PDI above cS
SOL is related to the addition of
excess polymer. Polymer can either remain free in solution or
interact with existing nanodiscs, both of which would modify
the PDI. altSMA should also be able to self-assemble into
Figure 3. (a, c) DLS data showing the eﬀect of coSMA (a), altSMA (c) concentration on Z-average diameter (dark line) and polydispersity index
(PDI, light line). SAT and SOL boundaries obtained from 31P NMR are shown as dashed blue and red lines respectively. Points represent the mean
and shaded regions indicate the standard error obtained from three separate experiments. (b, d) Volume weighted particle size distribution (PSD)
data showing the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) for SMALPs formed at coSMA (b) and altSMA (d) concentrations above cS
SOL. Lines represent the
mean PSD of three separate experiments. Error bars are not shown for clarity.
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micelles in the absence of lipid due to the presence of the
hydrophobic polystyrene tail which could again inﬂuence the
PDI. We believe that the dominant factor in decreasing the Z-
average diameter upon increasing polymer concentration is not
the presence of particulate free polymer in solution, but the
formation of an increased number of nanodiscs. This is because,
for both polymers, as the polymer concentration is increased,
we see a clear shift in the peak position without an associated
broadening. This indicates a decrease in the disc diameter but
only a small change in polydispersity. Furthermore, the negative
Gibbs free energy change associated with the polymers during
nanodisc self-assembly indicates that the polymers will
preferentially interact with lipids over self-interaction.
If this interpretation is correct, it means that we see the
formation of a greater number of nanodiscs at polymer
concentrations above cS
SOL. We believe lipid reorganization
between nanodiscs is a dynamic process because lipid exchange
has been observed elsewhere51,52 and we have no reason to
believe that is not the case here. Therefore, for higher polymer
concentrations, we would expect the available lipids to be
distributed among the polymer in such a way as to minimize
the Gibbs free energy, and this would result in fewer lipids
being present per nanodisc, explaining the observed decrease in
size. This interpretation would also explain our assertion
(mentioned earlier) that the chemical shift seen with 31P NMR
data is partly due to interaction of a greater number of DMPC
head-groups with the polymer belt beyond cS
SOL.
Previous experiments have shown that one can vary the size
of nanodiscs by changing the styrene:maleic acid ratio of the
SMA polymer.41 The data presented here indicate polymers
with the same styrene:maleic acid ratio are able to form
nanodiscs with diﬀerent size ranges; altSMALPs appear larger
than coSMALPs at equivalent molar polymer concentrations
beyond cS
SOL. However, these data do not conﬁrm whether it is
the chain topology which leads to the observed diﬀerences in
diameter because changes in polymer chain length may also
lead to this eﬀect. coSMA has a broader chain length
distribution and a far greater proportion of small chains
compared to altSMA (Table 1). The larger proportion of
shorter chains in coSMA could also lead to the observed
diﬀerence in size distributions. However, a recent investigation
of RAFT-synthesized SMA polymers found no signiﬁcant
change in SMALP diameter formed using polymers of the same
monomer ratio but diﬀerent chain lengths.41 This indicates that
the observed size diﬀerence between coSMALPs and
altSMALPs is due to diﬀerences in polymer topology rather
than size distribution. When comparing SMALPs assembled
using statistical 2:1 and 3:1 SMA polymers, the nanodiscs are of
a similar size. This is a diﬀerent trend to that seen with RAFT-
synthesized polymers where 3:1 polymers have been shown to
have a decreased diameter when compared to 2:1 polymers.41
SMALP size is therefore likely driven by the relative proportion
of poly(styrene) and poly(styrene-alt-maleic acid) blocks of the
polymer chain. Nonetheless, these data provide evidence that
the nanodisc size can be tuned by simply changing the polymer
concentration above cS
SOL.
Molecular Weight Determination of Nanodiscs. DLS
data suggest that at polymer concentrations beyond cS
SOL, excess
polymer may exist as free polymer in solution or may associate
with existing SMALPs. We therefore performed SEC-MALS
measurements to assess what populations of species are present
in solution at polymer concentrations in excess of cS
SOL with the
same number of monomer units (5 mg·mL−1 DMPC, 1.5% (w/
v) polymer), and to determine molecular weights of coSMALP
and altSMALP nanodiscs (Figure 4).
SEC-MALS analysis of coSMALPs (Figure 4a) show three
principal features that appear with increasing elution volume.
The ﬁrst large aggregate peak (at 8 mL elution volume just after
the void volume) detected by light scattering has no UV
absorbance at 254 nm. The lack of UV absorbance suggests that
this peak is due only to aggregated DMPC in a state which does
not interact with the polymer. The second feature (which we
have designated as “coSMALP” in Figure 4a) is detected by
both light scattering and UV absorbance, showing a symmetric
Gaussian-like shape. Analysis of in-line DLS data (Table 2)
indicates a hydrodynamic diameter of ∼10 nm, similar to that
determined by DLS independently. Analysis of MALS data
(Table 2) shows a large mass and low polydispersity.
Furthermore, ratio of the radius of gyration (Rg) from MALS
and the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) from in-line DLS gives
information on particle shape.53 For this peak the ratio is in the
range of oblate spheroids, consistent with a disc structure
proposed. However, this conclusion should be treated with
some caution because the small size of the particles means that
the Rg determined by MALS is not wholly reliable as an
absolute value and should only be considered indicative of the
particle shape. We therefore assign this peak to DMPC/
coSMALP nanodiscs. The ﬁnal feature in the SEC-MALS
Figure 4. SEC-MALS chromatograms corresponding to (a) coSMALP
and (b) altSMALP nanodiscs containing DMPC. Traces show the
normalized Rayleigh ratio (red) and UV absorbance at 254 nm (blue,
dashed) with overlaid mass calculations (black points). (b) Inset
displays an expanded X-axis to allow for clearer distinction between
the aggregate and altSMALP peak.
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chromatogram (designated as “coSMA” in Figure 4a) shows a
large UV absorbance but only a small scattering intensity. The
hydrodynamic diameter is smaller and has a signiﬁcantly lower
mass than the coSMALP peak, with an Rg/Rh ratio in the range
of a prolate spheroid or rod, which is consistent with bundled,
extended polymer chains. This is supported by SEC-MALS
analysis of coSMA in the absence of lipids (Figure S6a, Table
S1) which gives similar results. Here, a larger polymer aggregate
is present in addition to the peak we have assigned as rod-like
polymer bundles. Further downstream peaks show no
scattering intensity with only UV absorbance and are highly
convoluted. These peaks are also present for coSMA in the
absence of lipids. We propose that these peaks are due to excess
polymer that has not formed higher order structures in
solution.
In contrast, altSMALPs show much cleaner SEC-MALS
chromatogram (Figure 4b). There is only a small peak at the
void volume (inset to Figure 4b) detected by light scattering
(assigned to lipid aggregates) followed by a single sharp peak
detected by UV-absorbance and light scattering, which we
assign to nanodiscs. Again, this assignment is supported by an
Rg/Rh ratio, very similar to that of coSMALPs, in the range of
oblate spheroids. At higher elution volumes, there are only very
minor UV peaks corresponding to excess free polymer in
solution. As altSMA was added in excess of cS
SOL, one would
expect to see a large UV signal arising from free polymer in
solution. The absence of this signal suggests that either all
altSMA is associating with nanodiscs, or excess altSMA is
forming lipid-free structures of a similar size to DMPC/
altSMALPs that cannot be resolved. SEC-MALS analysis of
altSMA in the absence of lipids shows a peak detected by light
scattering and UV-absorbance that does indeed elute at the
same elution volume as altSMALPs. The Rg/Rh ratio across this
peak is consistent with a spherical particle (Figure S6b). The
peak corresponding to altSMALP nanodiscs shows a hydro-
dynamic radius of 25 nm which is in the range measured using
stand-alone DLS discussed above. The measured molecular
weight is on the order of 10-fold higher than calculated for
coSMALPs. Assuming a cylindrical structure, the mass of
altSMALPs would be expected to be 7-fold higher than
coSMALPs given the measured hydrodynamic radii of the two
particles. This suggests that in the case of altSMALPs, altSMA
in solution will associate with the available DMPC to form
nanodiscs and thereby minimize the Gibbs free energy, rather
than remain as spherical micelle-like particles. Such a
conclusion is supported by the Rg/Rh values. The polydispersity
for the altSMALP peak gives the same value as measured for
coSMALPs.
Stability of Nanodiscs. A lot of recent interest in SMALPs
from the membrane protein community is due to the increased
stability of the solubilized target protein over classical “head and
tail” detergents.26,43 It is therefore of interest to understand
how robust these nanodiscs are to temperature and particularly
to the freezing process. We used DLS to measure changes in Z-
average diameter as a function of temperature between 4 to 80
°C (Figures 5a and S7).
At low temperatures (from 4 to 12 °C), DMPC coSMALPs
appear at a Z-average diameter of 10.6 ± 0.5 nm. Between 13
and 20 °C they then show a gradual decrease in diameter to 9.3
± 0.2 nm. The onset of this decrease in size is of interest as 13
°C is known to be the pretransition temperature for pure
DMPC (gel to ripple phase).54,55 From 20 to 50 °C, the
nanodiscs slowly increase in diameter to 10.1 ± 0.1 nm. It is
again worth noting that this increase begins approximately after
the melting phase transition for pure DMPC at 24 °C. From 50
Table 2. Parameters Determined by Analysis of SEC-MALS
Data Collected from DMPC coSMALPs and altSMALPs
coSMALPs altSMALPs





9.45 ± 0.13 3.67 ± 0.23 25.00 ± 0.36
Rg (nm) 5.50 ± 0.64 8.17 ± 0.92 13.93 ± 0.49
Rg/Rh 1.16 ± 0.12 4.45 ± 0.39 1.11 ± 0.03
Mw (kDa) 146.13 ± 2.93 11.29 ± 0.51 1512 ± 84
Mn (kDa) 142.70 ± 2.93 10.89 ± 0.63 1488 ± 88
Đ 1.02 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.01 1.02 ± 0.01
Figure 5. DLS data showing the eﬀect of temperature (a, for clarity
every third data point is plotted) and freeze−thaw cycles (b) on Z-
average diameter of SEC puriﬁed coSMALP (red circles) and
altSMALP (blue squares) nanodiscs containing DMPC. Points
represent the mean value taken from three separate experiments
with error bars displaying ±1 standard error. In order to highlight
changes, the data plotted in (b) are shown as a percentage, rather than
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to 68 °C, coSMALPs signiﬁcantly shrink in size by about 20%
(to 8.0 ± 0.03 nm) and then above 68 °C, we observe a rapid
increase in Z-average diameter.
It is diﬃcult to fully explain these observations on a
microscopic level, though we can speculate. The initial decrease
in diameter may be related to small losses of lipids from the
nanodiscs that result from increased thermal motion of the
DMPC tails. Above 24 °C, DMPC is in the liquid phase, so
increased mobility of DMPC molecules may exert outward
pressure on the polymer belt that more than compensates for
any losses of lipids from the discs and so lead to an increase in
size. At higher temperatures still, this can no longer compensate
for lipid loss and so the discs shrink again until they start to
aggregate above 68 °C.
At low temperature, the altSMALPs are observed to be 21.0
± 0.03 nm and, in contrast to coSMALPs, do not show any
signiﬁcant change in diameter until 24 °C. Above this
temperature a gradual decrease in size is observed to a
minimum of 18.7 ± 0.1 nm at 47 °C. We have no reason to
suspect the mechanism leading to this diameter change is
diﬀerent to coSMALPs. Above this temperature, the size of the
altSMALPs increase signiﬁcantly with increasing temperature.
Z-Average diameter data could not be measured above 75 °C
for coSMALPs or altSMALPs as a precipitated lipid ﬁlm
deposited on the inside of the cuvette. Lowering the
temperature did not result in resolubilization of this precipitate.
While high temperature destabilizes both coSMALPs and
altSMALPs, both occur above usual working ranges, within
which they are of comparable thermal stability.
We have also used DLS to characterize changes in
coSMALPs and altSMALPs as a function of the number of
freeze−thaw cycles (Figures 5b and S7). Volume PSD data for
all nanodiscs clearly show that there are no aggregation eﬀects
or large changes in hydrodynamic diameter after 10 freeze−
thaw cycles (Figure S8). Looking at Z-average diameter data
(Figures 5b and S7) there is a broad trend of increasing
diameter for coSMALPs through repeated freeze−thaw cycles.
This trend is quite poorly deﬁned; the diameter shows an initial
small decrease but is approximately constant until 8−10 cycles
where the increase becomes more obvious. The coSMALP
diameter is 114% of the original size after 10 freeze−thaw
cycles, increasing from 11.45 ± 0.95 to 13.06 ± 0.97 nm. In
contrast, the altSMALPs show a much more pronounced
decreasing diameter with increasing number of cycles, with an
altSMALP diameter of 76% of their original size after 10
freeze−thaw cycles, decreasing from 17.93 ± 0.14 to 13.03 ±
0.16 nm. The majority of the size reduction appears over the
ﬁrst few cycles and the particle size appears to show relatively
much smaller changes thereafter. To explain these observations,
we speculate that multiple freeze−thaw cycles could lead to a
minor lipid loss in altSMALPs as discussed above. coSMALPs
seem to be much less aﬀected by freeze−thaw cycles. This leads
us to suspect that it is the poly(styrene) tail of altSMA which is
expected to bury in the core of the nanodisc and could disrupt
the lipids to a greater extent than coSMA, leading to the
observed increased susceptibility to structural changes upon
multiple freeze−thaw cycles.
It is worth nothing that analysis of DLS data assumes a
spherical particle and since we believe that neither coSMALPs
or altSMALPs are spherical structures, the validity of the
assumptions used to draw conclusions on the size of the
particles is somewhat limited. The apparent small changes in
diameter from DLS could alternatively be due to more
complicated changes in the overall particle dimensions, swelling
of the bilayer region, for example.
Solubilization of Membrane Proteins. Thus far, we have
only characterized the various nanodiscs using a model DMPC
bilayer. As a primary use of these polymers will be to solubilize
membrane proteins, we have also tested their ability to
solubilize proteins from isolated E. coli BL21(DE3) mem-
branes. As controls we have compared the polymers to some
common traditional detergents: Triton X-100, n-dodecyl β-D-
maltopyranoside (DDM) and octyl β-D-glucopyranoside (β-
OG) as well as a sample where no detergent was added (Figure
6).
The experiment shows that coSMA is able to solubilize the
membrane proteome with comparable eﬃciency to traditional
detergents and signiﬁcantly better than the control experiment
without detergent. altSMA also shows a clear improvement
over the detergent-free control though it is less eﬀective than
coSMA and traditional detergents. Interestingly, altSMA
induces a loss of resolution on SDS-PAGE. We speculate that
this is due to altSMA to forming larger polymer aggregates
which migrate through the gel and thus leads to a loss of
resolution.
Given the diﬀerent sizes of nanodisc formed by each
polymer, there does not appear to be any selectivity toward
proteins of diﬀerent masses, with each polymer eﬀectively
solubilizing proteins across the whole mass range. However,
given that altSMA displays a decreased extraction eﬃciency, it
appears that the alternating topology combined with the
hydrophobic polystyrene tail is, in this case, less eﬀective when
extracting membrane proteins from native E. coli membranes.
We speculate that the polystyrene tail present on altSMA may
bury itself within the acyl region of the lipid bilayer and could
therefore interact with hydrophobic membrane spanning
regions of certain membrane proteins. This interaction could
prevent a clean solubilization of membrane proteins. This
hypothesis is supported by previous observations where RAFT-
synthesized SMA copolymers with a long polystyrene tail have
been ineﬀective in solubilizing membrane proteins.47 None-
theless, altSMA is able to form nanodiscs up to twice the
diameter of coSMA (as shown above). Previous analysis of
SMALP structure formed by coSMA has led to the estimate of a
maximum of 40 α-helices being able to pack into the lipid core
of a SMALP.23 If one assumes that the lipid core of altSMALPs
increases in diameter proportionately to the overall particle
Figure 6. Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE showing the range of
proteins that have been solubilized (S) and remained insoluble (I)
after the incubation of E. coli membranes with coSMA and altSMA
compared to three traditional detergents (Triton X-100, DDM and β-
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diameter, then altSMA may have useful application in the
extraction of larger membrane protein complexes which are too
large to be encapsulated by coSMA.
■ CONCLUSIONS
It is becoming increasingly clear that the SMALP system oﬀers
signiﬁcant advantages over detergent-based systems for
membrane protein production. The retention of the membrane
solvating the membrane protein assures near native structure,
function and stability. In addition, unlike detergent systems
there is no need to maintain a concentration of free SMA above
a nominal CMC meaning less issues with interference with
downstream applications. However, it is clear that the rapid
adoption of the SMALP method has outreached our
fundamental understanding of the process of SMALP
formation. While pragmatically this is not an issue as a number
of SMA 3:1 and 2:1 polymers function adequately as membrane
protein solubilizers, it is likely that at some point improved
polymers are going to be required. To generate these polymers
in a targeted fashion, an understanding of the SMALP
formation process and the inﬂuence of polymer structure is
going to be required. In this study we have applied methods
developed for the study of other SMA polymers to the original
SMA polymer (SMA2000) used in the ﬁrst demonstration of
SMALPs in membrane protein isolation39 that has remained
the most eﬀective membrane protein solubilization polymer.43
With the addition of data from a related RAFT polymer and in
combination with data from three other studies of related
polymers36,44,50 we can begin to correlate polymer structure
with eﬀectiveness in membrane protein solubilization.
Both coSMA and altSMA exhibit a stronger thermodynamic
driving force for nanodisc self-assembly than the SMA(2:1)
(Xiran SZ30010) and SMA(3:1). This has demonstrated that at
least four parameters (polymer chain length, chain length
distribution, topology and monomer ratio) have inﬂuence on
the SMALP self-assembly process. This correlates well with
published data which show that these parameters have inﬂuence
on the capability of the SMA to extract membrane proteins.43
We have identiﬁed SMA polymers with a 2:1 styrene/maleic
acid ratio being the most eﬃcient in membrane solubilization
and polymers of larger length displaying the more favorable free
energy change associated with SMALP formation among those
tested. We have shown that changing the topological structure
of polymers with the same 2:1 styrene/maleic acid ratio causes
large diﬀerences in SMALP size and molecular weight.
Furthermore, by simply increasing the polymer concentration
beyond cS
SOL, the ﬁnal size of the nanodiscs can be further
tuned. We have shown that coSMALPs and altSMALPs are of
comparable stability, and able to eﬀectively solubilize
membrane proteins from the E. coli membrane, though with
subtle diﬀerences. Previous studies have found that SMA
polymers with a lower styrene content, similar to the
poly(styrene-alt-maleic acid) block of altSMA, have been
ineﬀective in forming SMALPs and extracting membrane
proteins.43,47 This leads us to believe that the presence of the
polystyrene tail on altSMA is driving the diﬀerences observed in
comparison to coSMA. The S-dodecyl trithiocarbonate end
group is likely to hydrolyze under the conditions employed for
ring-opening of the maleic anhydride (2 h, 100 °C, 1 M
NaOH), and yield a thiol end group. It however cannot be
ruled out that a certain fraction of the dodecyl end groups are
retained at the chain end, and contribute to the hydrophobicity
of the polystyrene tail of the copolymer. Lack of trithiocar-
bonate end group hydrolysis has previously been reported,
albeit under milder conditions (16 h, room temperature, 0.1 M
NaOH).41 Other classes of RAFT agent could be used56 which
could potentially be exploited to modify the properties of
resultant SMALPs. This work indicates that SMALPs can be
formed with varying properties, which can be applied to
membrane and membrane protein research. These, and further
modiﬁcations to the SMA polymer will expand the capabilities
of the SMA tool kit.
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